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ABSTRACT
Freshwater recreational fisheries constitute complex adaptive social-ecological systems
where mobile anglers link spatially structured ecosystems. In this article, a general social-
ecological model of a spatial recreational fishery for northern pike (Esox lucius) that included
an empirically measured mechanistic utility model driving angler behaviors is presented.
Emergent properties at the macro-scale (e.g., region) as a result of local-scale fish-angler
interactions, while systematically examining key heterogeneities in angler behavior and lake
ecology are studied. Three key insights are offered. First, the angler population size and the
resulting latent regional angling effort exerts a much greater impact on the overall regional-
level overfishing outcome than any residential pattern (urban or rural), but the residential
pattern affects the location of local overfishing. Second, simplifying a heterogeneous angler
population to a homogenous one representing the preference and behaviors of an average
angler risks severely underestimating landscape-level effort and regional overfishing. Third,
ecological factors resulting in variation across lakes in juvenile survival rates avoided the sys-
tematic overexploitation of ecologically more productive systems. In conclusion, understand-
ing regional-level outcomes depends on considering four key ingredients: regional angler
population size, the angler population composition, the specific residential pattern in place
and the details of spatial ecological variation.
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Introduction

Recreational fisheries constitute complex adaptive
social-ecological systems (SESs) (Hunt et al., 2013;
Ziegler et al., 2017), which are characterized by three
key features (Arlinghaus et al., 2017): individual and
spatial heterogeneity, hierarchical organization across
scales (from micro to macro levels) and the presence
of non-linearities leading to the potential for regime
shifts. Outcomes in complex adaptive SESs at macro-
scales (e.g., regionally, nationally or globally) are an
emergent property of local-level interactions among
humans and ecosystems (Levin et al., 2013). For
example, in open-access freshwater recreational fish-
eries local (i.e., micro-level) interactions of anglers
and selected sites within lakes or river sections change

the quality of local fisheries, e.g., by reducing the size
of the fish or abundance or leading to elevated crowd-
ing. Any changes to local fisheries utility expected by
anglers will motivate effort shifts by anglers searching
for alternative fisheries offering higher utilities (Post
et al., 2008; Arlinghaus et al., 2017). Such dynamic
site choice behavior of anglers will, at equilibrium,
produce regional-level outcomes at the macro-scale,
such as degree of overfishing across lakes in the land-
scape, spread of non-natives fishes among lakes and
social and economic well-being or conflict among
angler groups (Arlinghaus et al., 2017). Therefore,
understanding of recreational fisheries as complex
adaptive SESs requires a focus on the macro-scale out-
comes and how they mechanistically result (i.e.,
emerge) from a range of micro-scale feedbacks among
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anglers and fish stocks/ecosystems (Arlinghaus et al.,
2017). This is particularly the case in freshwater recre-
ational fisheries where there is an exceedingly large
individual (i.e., angler-level) and spatial heterogeneity
(i.e., among lake variation in ecological quality), and
these heterogeneities drive cross-scale feedbacks
among social and environmental subsystems (Mee
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016; Arlinghaus et al.,
2017; Ziegler et al., 2017).

One characteristic, yet managerially largely over-
looked feature of heterogeneity of most freshwater
recreational fisheries is their spatial structure, both in
terms of spatial variation in productivity of different
ecosystems (Shuter et al., 1998; Lester et al., 2003;
Post et al., 2008; Kaufmann et al., 2009) as well as
spatial variation in residential patterns of the anglers
as harvesters of fish in terms of where people live
relative to the available resource patches (lakes, river
section) they seek. Broadly speaking, a water-rich
freshwater fisheries landscape can be exploited by har-
vesters living a small number of large metropolitan
areas (e.g., Post et al., 2008) or anglers may reside in
rural contexts in a multitude of individual villages and
towns spread in the landscape. The residential struc-
ture affects travel costs, which is a key component of
angler utility and hence site choice behavior (Hunt,
2005; Post et al., 2008). Therefore, the fishing pressure
on any given fishery will be a function of where the
forager population is geographically located relative to
the locality in light of internal productivity dynamics
offered by any given fishery, but no systematic
research is available on this topic.

To further the understanding about which macro-
level outcomes to expect from the localized interaction
of fish and anglers at the landscape scale, the con-
struction of process-based, strategic simulation models
carrying sufficient mechanistic detail about the main
underlying processes (e.g., compensatory reserve of
fishes varying in productivity across lakes, or site
choice processes exhibited by heterogeneous anglers)
is needed (Schl€uter et al., 2012; Fenichel et al., 2013a;
Carruthers et al. 2018). Process-based modeling
approaches seem warranted because the complex
adaptive system of recreational fisheries is character-
ized by many non-linear feedbacks whose joint effects
are difficult to be predicted beyond the sphere of
observed parameters in correlation-based models
(Hunt et al., 2011; Schl€uter et al., 2012; Fenichel et al.,
2013a; Arlinghaus et al., 2017). One key ingredient to
include in models of the SES of recreational fisheries
is a mechanistic model of (heterogeneous) angler
behavior (Abbott and Fenichel, 2013; Allen et al.,
2013; Fenichel et al., 2013a; Johnston et al., 2015).

Explicitly representing the mechanisms of site choice
by angler of different preferences and typologies and
how site-choice behavior is affected by both catch and
non-catch related experience preferences can lead to
strongly differing predictions about the distribution of
foragers and ultimately regional-level outcomes com-
pared to models where the behavior of anglers is sim-
plified to those determinants that would drive natural
foragers, e.g., expected catch rates (Johnston et al.,
2010; Matsumura et al., 2010; Hunt et al., 2011). The
need to explicitly represent heterogeneous anglers—
which is the default situation in most recreational
fisheries composed of a variety of angler types
(Johnston et al., 2010)—has been explicitly highlighted
in previous landscape models of recreational fisheries
(Post et al., 2008; Hunt et al., 2011; Carruthers et al.,
2018) and is thus strategically pursued in the present
modeling study.

The aim of the present study was to study regional-
level overfishing patterns and social outcomes in a rich
class of recreational fisheries landscapes that varied in
the geographical distribution of the human forager
population, using a general social-ecological model that
involved an empirically estimated mechanistic model of
site choice of anglers, while accounting for ecological
variation in productivity among lakes and angler het-
erogeneity in preferences and behavior. Specifically, the
following three key questions were explored:

1. Which systematic impact on regional-level out-
comes in an open-access freshwater recreational
fishery can be expected from variation in residen-
tial patterns of the human forager population
ranging from urban to rural?

2. Which systematic effects on regional-level out-
comes can be expected to arise from heterogeneity
in angler preferences and behavior?

3. Which systematic effects on regional-level out-
comes can be expected to arise from among-lake
ecological heterogeneity in productivity and the
specific sources of productivity variation?

The present research constitutes a strategic model-
ing experiment (as opposed to a tactical modeling
approach that looks for insights in relation to a very
specific fisheries landscape) about social and ecological
regional-level outcomes to be expected when anglers
interact in a localized fashion with spatially structured
lakes. Results of the work are to be seen as hypotheses
to be explored in specific fisheries and as explanation
for empirical findings reported elsewhere (e.g., Mee
et al., 2016; Carruthers et al., 2018).
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Table 1. Equations of biological and angling processes of the pike population model (from Arlinghaus et al., 2009). Parameter
values and their sources are listed in Table 2.
Equations Descriptions

Biological processes

1

(
La ¼ 3

3þ ga�1
ðLa�1 þ hÞ

L1 ¼ hð1�t1Þ
Length L of fish at age a. ga¼ 0 for immature pike

(a < aM), while ga¼ g (constant) for
mature pike.

2 Wa ¼ d1ðLa=LuÞd2 Length-weight relationship.

3 D ¼ Pamax
a¼1 NaWa Biomass density.

4 h ¼ hmax

1þ/1ðD=DuÞ/2 Density-dependent growth.

5 fa ¼ Ga
2We

expð�qDÞ Density-dependent fecundity.

6 Ga ¼ gaWa
x Gonad weight.

7 NL ¼
Pamax

a¼1 wNafa Numerical density of larvae.

8 N1=NL ¼ a expð�bNLÞ First year survival probability (from larvae to
recruits, i.e., age 1 fish). See the main text for
further explanations.

9 s1=2;a ¼ expðs0 þ sXX þ sYY þ sLLaÞ
1þ expðs0 þ sXX þ sYY þ sLLaÞ Density- and size-dependent half-year survival

probability. X and Y are numerical densities of
“small” and “large” pike, respectively. The sur-
vival probability differs between “small” and
“large” pike (motivating different parameter val-
ues). We defined “small” as 2-year-old, and
“large” as 3-year-old or older. Note that we
found an error in our earlier application of
density-dependent natural mortality in
Appendix A of Arlinghaus et al. (2009), which
we corrected here by exactly following the
empirically derived functions from Haugen
et al. (2007).

Angling processes

10 ka ¼
�

Va½1� expð�qAÞ�
Va½1� expð�qARÞ�

ðif fish are recognized as legalÞ
ðif fish are recognized as undersizedÞ Annual fishing mortality. q and A represent the

catchability coefficient and annual angling effort
density, respectively.

11 Va ¼ ½1� expð�g1LaÞ�g2 Size-dependent vulnerability to angling.

12 PLeg;a ¼ 1=f1þ exp ½cðLa � LMLLÞ=LMLL�g Probability that fish of size La is recognized as
legal. LMLL is the minimum-length limit.

13 R ¼ hþ Q�hQ Coefficient related to mortality of undersized fish
due to catch-and-release.

14 Qðt þ 1Þ ¼ e1ðCrðtÞ=CuÞ�e2 Proportion of undersized fish harvested illegally. Cr
is the catch rate of undersized fish.

15 Px ¼ ðK þ x�1Þ!
x!ðK � 1Þ!

m
mþ K

� �x

1þm
K

� ��K

Probability of catching x fish in an average fishing
trip. m is the expected catch per trip. K ¼
m2=ðr2 �mÞ is a measure of heterogeneity
around the mean, where r2 is the variance in
catch among trips.

Angler effort dynamics and welfare estimate
16 Ui;j ¼ U0;i;j þ Ucatch;i;j þ Usize;i;j þ Ucrowd;i;j þ Ustatus;i;j þ Uregulation;i;j þ Ucost;i;j þ Udistance;i;j Utility of lake j for an angler of type i (where U0;i;j

is the basic utility gained from fishing in the
region, Ucatch;i;j is the part worth utility (PWU)
of catch rate, Usize;i;j is the PWU of maximum
size of fish caught, Ucrowd;i;j is the PWU of angler
crowding, Ustatus;i;j is the PWU of stock status,
Uregulation;i;j is the PWU of harvest regulations,
Ucost;i;j is the PWU of annual license cost, and
Udistance;i;j is the PWU of distance).

17 Pi;j ¼
4
121 expðUi;jÞ

4
121

P121
k�1 expðUi;kÞ þ expðUi;OutÞ þ expðUi;NAÞ

Probability that an angler of type i chooses a
lake j.

18 Zi ¼
ln ð 4

121

P121
k¼1 exp ðU0;i;kÞÞ� ln ð 4

121

P121
k¼1 exp ðU1;i;kÞÞ

kcost
Change in Willingness-to-Pay (WTP) associated

with the management change from the base
scenario to an alternative scenario for an angler
of the type i. U0,i,k and U1,i,k are the utilities of
the lake k for an angler of the type i under the
base scenario 0 and the alternative scenario 1,
respectively. kcost is the linear slope for the
cost variable.
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The model

Spatial structure

A freshwater fisheries landscape was designed in silico,
constructing a two-dimensional square lattice of
11�11 (¼121) lakes, each of a small size of 10 ha. The
size was chosen so that angler crowding would be
“visually felt” at high-use fisheries, which reduces
attractiveness of a lake (Hunt, 2005; Arlinghaus et al.,
2014). The distance to a closest neighboring lake was
assumed to be 15 km. Two extreme residential
patterns—uniform (“Rural”) and concentrated
(“Urban”)—were presented. In the rural case, anglers
were assumed to live in towns (of identical population
sizes) adjacent to lakes across the landscape. In the
concentrated urban case, all the anglers were assumed
to live in a large city located nearby the central lake
of the lattice. Although intermediate cases where
larger cities scattered through the landscape were also
examined, the results were not presented in this article
because these intermediate cases were found to be
always intermediate to the rural and the urban cases.
Following the pioneering landscape studies of
Carpenter and Brock (2004) and Hunt et al. (2011)
and arguments expressed elsewhere (Johnston et al.,

2010; Fenichel et al., 2013a; Carruthers et al., 2018),
anglers were assumed to move between spatially segre-
gated and ecologically independent lakes according to
the (multidimensional) utility each lake provides (for
details, see below). In behavioral ecological terms, the
human forager was assumed to select a lake according
to “fitness” offered by a patch (lake) (as assumed in
the ideal free distribution theory, Fretwell and Lucas,
1970), with fitness being defined as utility units to
anglers rather than prey intake rate or other measures
of biological fitness as would be the case in natural
forager. A recently published empirically calibrated
landscape model of British Columbia using a utility-
based approach to modeling angler behavior revealed
very high predictive ability of lake-specific effort
(Carruthers et al., 2018).

Fish population dynamics

To represent fish populations striving in each of the
ecologically unconnected 121 lakes, the present study
used an age and size-structured model with multiple
density-dependent population regulation processes
affecting survival and growth and size-dependent sur-
vival and fecundity, parameterized with empirical data

Table 2. Parameters and parameter values of biological and angling processes.
Symbol Equation Value Unit Source

Biological processes
g Annual reproductive investment 1 0.45 – Matsumura et al., 2011
h Annual juvenile growth increment (initial value) 1 16.725 cm Arlinghaus et al., 2010
aM Age at maturation (onset of reproductive investment) – 2 yr Raat, 1988
t1 (Growth trajectory) 1 �0.423 – Arlinghaus et al., 2010
d1 (Length-weight relationship)a 2 4:8� 10�6 kg Willis 1989
d2 (Length-weight relationship) 2 3.059 – Willis 1989
Lu – 2 1 cm unit standardizing factor
amax Maximum age 3 11 yr Raat, 1988
/1 (Density-dependent growth) 4 0.18190 – Arlinghaus et al., 2010
/2 (Density-dependent growth) 4 0.56783 – Arlinghaus et al., 2010
hmax Maximum annual juvenile growth increment 4 27.094 cm Arlinghaus et al., 2010
Du – 4 1 kg ha�1 unit standardizing factor
q (Density-dependent relative fecundity) 5 0.04818 ha kg�1 Craig and Kipling,1983
We Egg weight 5 6:37� 10�6 kg Arlinghaus et al., 2009
x Relative caloric density of eggs compared to soma 6 1.22 – Diana, 1983
w (Hatching rate) 7 0.735 – Franklin and Smith,1963
a (Stock-recruitment relationship, mean value) 8 1:71� 10�4 – Minns et al., 1996
b (Stock-recruitment relationship, the mean value) 8 7:0� 10�6 – Minns et al., 1996
s0 (Natural mortality) 9 2.37 (small pike), 1.555 (large pike) – Haugen et al., 2007
sX (Natural mortality) 9 –0.02 (small pike), 0.40 (large pike) – Haugen et al., 2007
sY (Natural mortality) 9 –0.29 (small pike), –0.88 (large pike) – Haugen et al., 2007
sL (Natural mortality) 9 0.25 (small pike), 0.00 (large pike) – Haugen et al., 2007
Angling processes
q Catchability 10 0.01431 ha h�1 Arlinghaus et al., 2010
g1 (Vulnerability) 11 0.25 cm�1 Arlinghaus et al., 2010
g2 (Vulnerability) 11 1300 – Arlinghaus et al., 2010
c (Illegal fish recognition) 12 –29.44 – assumed
h Hooking mortality 13 0.094 – Muoneke and

Childress (1994)
e1 (Noncompliance mortality) 14 1.25 – Sullivan, 2002
e2 (Noncompliance mortality) 14 –0.84 – Sullivan, 2002
Cu – 14 1 fish h�1 unit standardizing factor
aWhen symbol names are parenthesized, the symbols are parameters in a certain relationship. For example, (length-weight relationship) means that the
symbol represents a parameter in the length-weight relationship.
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for pike (Tables 1 and 2, Figure 1). The model is fully
presented elsewhere (Arlinghaus et al., 2009, 2010;
Matsumura et al., 2011). Briefly, pike growth was
modeled with a bi-phasic growth model (Lester et al.,
2004; equation 1 in Table 1), where juvenile growth
rate is a function of biomass density following empir-
ical data from Windermere (UK). Changes in juvenile
growth due to density-dependence in turn affect post-
maturation growth and the final length that can be
attained (Lester et al., 2004). Changes in the biomass
density not only affect body length, and hence mass,
but also fecundity in a density-dependent fashion as
reported empirically for pike (Craig and
Kipling, 1983).

The first year survival was modeled using a stock-
recruitment relationship assuming Ricker stock-
recruitment typical for cannibalistic species such as
pike (Haugen, 2018) of the form

N1=NL ¼ a exp �bNLð Þ;
where N1 and NL represent the density of age-1 fish
and hatched larvae, respectively; a defines the max-
imum survival rate from spawning to recruitment
(i.e., age-1) at low spawner density, and b describes
the strength of density-dependent interactions influ-
encing the cohort’s survival (Walters and Martell,
2004). Alternatively termed, b is the rate of decrease
of recruits/spawner as spawner density increases. Both
a and b determine the intrinsic productivity of the
pike stock, but only a strongly affects the slope of the
stock-recruitment curve near the origin and thus the

per capita number of recruits at low population dens-
ity (Walters and Martell, 2004; Arlinghaus et al.,
2018). By contrast, b determines the maximum
recruitment and has little effects on the slope near the
origin (Arlinghaus et al., 2018). As most pike stocks
were exploited in the current model and hence had
lower (exploited) spawning stock biomasses than the
virgin population sizes, a determines the resiliency of
the stock to harvest at low stock sizes and thus the
population’s productivity in the exploited state. By
contrast, b mainly shapes the carrying capacity of a
lake for recruits and not the per capita production of
recruits at low population sizes. Consequently,
among-lake variation in a was used to represent vari-
ation in resiliency of pike stocks, and variation in b
was used to represent variation in carrying capacity
among lakes. Simulations of the systematic impacts of
variation in a and b in a density-dependent pike har-
vest model similar to the one presented here have
shown that variation in a has a stronger impact on
the overall biomass and numerical yield produced by
the fishery for a given effort level (Arlinghaus et al.,
2018). Hence, although both parameters determine
productivity, a has larger impacts on yield-based met-
rics and thus fisheries productivity. Parameter values
of the stock-recruitment function (i.e., the mean val-
ues of a and b) were determined to approximate an
empirical relationship reported by Minns et al. (1996)
for pike (Table 2).

The pike populations in the 121 lakes were
assumed to either differ in resiliency, represented by

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the model.
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the parameter a, or in the stock’s carrying capacity,
represented by the parameter b. The variation of the
two parameters represented lake heterogeneity in pike
population biology and was assumed to follow a log-
normal distribution around a mean. Lake’s biological
properties (productivity or carrying capacity) were
assumed independent of their location, i.e. there was
no correlation in the pike stock’s biological properties
in neighboring lakes.

Natural survival after year one was modeled using
a size- and density-dependent empirical relationship
published for Windermere pike by Haugen et al.
(2007) (equation 9 in Table 1). Fishing mortality was
modeled with a standard catch equation (equation 10
in Table 1) where catch is determined by effort, abun-
dance, and the (constant) catchability coefficient typ-
ical for pike (Arlinghaus et al., 2009). Captured fishes
were taken home unless protected by regulations, in
which case some level of mortality happened due to
catch-and-release mortality and noncompliance mor-
tality with regulations following empirical findings for
freshwater predatory fish captured by anglers
(Muoneke and Childress, 1994; Sullivan, 2002) (equa-
tions 13 and 14 in Table 1). Further details on the
model can be found in the publications mentioned
above as well as Table 1.

Mechanistic model of site choice by anglers

Following economic utility theory, a model to represent
a probabilistic-based site choice behavior by anglers
(Johnston et al., 2010; Hunt et al., 2011; Fenichel et al.,
2013a) was designed. This model is an extension of the
most general (i.e., species independent) multi-attribute
utility model published so far on recreational anglers
when they are confronted with the choice of choosing
lakes in space as a function of travel distance and other
utility-determining attributes of the fishing experiences,
such as expected catch rate, expected size, regulations,
crowding, and biological status of the fish stock
(Beardmore et al., 2013; Johnston et al., 2015). To
explore the heterogeneity among anglers, the raw data
of the choice experiment by Beardmore et al. (2013)
were analyzed with a latent class choice model as well as
in an aggregate fashion without latent classes to come
up with the average angler in the population (see
Supporting Information). Latent class models statistic-
ally determine groups that are maximally different in
their preferences (Swait, 1994). The present investiga-
tion showed that a four-class model explained the data
statistically well, which divided anglers into four types
in terms of maximal variation in site choice preferences;

these anglers were classified in three angler types vary-
ing by degree of recreational specialization (from casual
to committed, see Johnston et al., 2010 for a summary)
in the study region and one highly specialized angler
that had a preferences for fishing intensively beyond the
study region (see Supporting Information for details).
To study how this heterogeneity of anglers affected the
model outcomes, the exploitation patterns of homoge-
neous anglers (parameters for angler utility taken from
a one-class model) where all the anglers are assumed to
be equal in their preferences was also studied. Including
heterogeneity directly followed the framework of
Johnston et al. (2010, 2013, 2015) assuming that anglers
vary in importance (the so-called part-worth utility,
PWU, estimated from the random utility model, see
Supporting Information for details) attached to specific
attributes of the fishing experience and hence behave
differently as the fishing environment changes.
Estimated parameter values of the four-class (heteroge-
neous anglers) and one-class (homogeneous anglers)
models are shown in Table 3.

In the present simulations, anglers were assumed to
choose a fishing site (i.e., a lake) offering maximum
utility compared to all other utilities offered by all
other lakes, but to move to the lake with the highest
utility probabilistically (equations 16 and 17 in Table
1). Note that although this model assumed utility
maximization and perfect knowledge of the utility
offered by all lakes, the actual choice was not deter-
ministic but probabilistic (i.e., suboptimal) (equation
17 in Table 1), similar to Matsumura et al. (2010) and
Hunt et al. (2011). This agrees with the assumption of
bounded rationality common to humans. The weigh-
ing factor 4/121 in the equation reflected the fact that
survey respondents in the stated choice experiment by
Beardmore et al. (2013) had four alternative lakes in
the region in addition to the options for fishing out-
side the region and no fishing (see Supporting
Information), while virtual anglers in the present
model had a choice of 121 lakes in their landscape.

In the simulations, anglers were assumed to have
perfect information about catch rates expected at each
lake, the maximum size of fish to be expected at each
lake, and the number of anglers seen at each lakes
using information from the preceding year. This
might be considered unrealistic, but novel communi-
cation means permit rapid spread of information
about expected catch rates and other lake attributes.
By contrast, although present in the utility model
knowledge about stock status was not considered to
affect angler choice because it is unrealistic that man-
agers can derive this information every year for all
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lakes in a landscape; thus the attribute value for stock
status was kept at “no knowledge” in all simulations
(Table 3). The maximum size of fish captured at each
lake was defined as the 95th percentile of the size dis-
tribution of fish caught at the lake during the preced-
ing year. All anglers at a particular lake were assumed
to see each other because of the small size of lakes
(10 ha). The annual license cost for angling in the
region was fixed at 100 e, which represents a typical
value for license money in Germany (Arlinghaus
et al., 2015).

Regional outcome metrics

A range of social, economic, and ecological outcome
metrics at the regional level were used to assess the
emergent properties of fish-angler interactions at the
landscape levels.

In terms of social and economic metrics, the choice
experiment included two dimensions of monetary
costs that can be used to quantify the (realized) utility
of fishing offered at equilibrium. One was related to
travel distance and one related to the direct inclusion
of a monetary cost variable (i.e., annual license cost in
Euro). The coefficient estimated for the latter variable
directly represented the marginal utility of income

(i.e., the disutility of losing money), which was used
to calculate changes in economic welfare perceived by
anglers at equilibrium for each lake and in an aggre-
gated fashion for the landscape following standard
economic theory (Hahnemann 1984; for an applica-
tion to angling, see Dorow et al., 2010). Economic
welfare relates to the notion of well-being by anglers
as demand; it is a more suitable concept to economic-
ally rank policy options in recreational fisheries stud-
ies than the notion of supply that is focused on
provision of fishing opportunities, such as catch rates.
This is because such a supply perspectives neglects all
other components of angler utility and well-being
other than catch, including spatial aspects related to
the location of lakes in a landscape (Cole and Ward,
1994). Put simply: a high catch rate fishery main-
tained close to home produces more benefits to
anglers than the same catch rate offered in remote
locations (Cole and Ward, 1994), and this difference
in utility can only be measured by the welfare con-
cept, not by catch rates alone. Note how previous
landscape models have measured the catch-based fish-
ing quality in separate travel zones or regions in the
landscape (Parkinson et al., 2004; Post et al., 2008;
Mee et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016), which conceptu-
ally controls for the disutility of travel. Still such

Table 3. Parameter estimates of the latent class preference model for anglers estimated from the choice data presented in
Beardmore et al., (2013).

Four-class model, k

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 One-class model, k

Attribute Type Unit 51.4 22.9 16.6 9.1 (%) 100.0
Intercept Nominal Fish in the region 0.9149 0.1883 –0.5628 –0.4228 0.0900

Fish outside region –0.2386 –1.0336 –1.1146 1.1449 –0.4637
Not fish at all –0.6763 0.8453 1.6774 –0.7221 0.3737

Catch rate Numeric SD from mean 0.1760 0.2337 0.4546 0.2776 0.2040
Parameter 1 (c1)

a 4.1162 2.8245 1.2646 2.1866 3.3395
Parameter 2 (c2)

a 2.6299 2.7162 7.7092 3.1479 2.6687
Parameter 3 (c3)

a –0.6834 –0.9623 –8.6992 –1.4658 –0.8141
Maximum sizeb Numeric SD from mean 0.1458 0.1482 0.1699 0.1997 0.1324
Anglers seenc Numeric SD from mean –0.0615 –0.1216 –0.0982 –0.1188 –0.0929
Stock statusd Nominal No information 0.0821 0.0940 –0.0225 0.1580 0.0674

Good 0.3087 0.3614 0.5258 0.2674 0.3203
Lightly overfished –0.0609 –0.0452 0.1618 –0.0961 –0.0338
Overfished –0.3299 –0.4102 –0.6651 –0.3293 –0.3539

Regulationse Nominal None –0.1660 –0.0544 –0.0675 –0.5259 –0.1307
Light 0.1462 0.0570 0.0657 0.4538 0.1604
Medium 0.0937 0.1020 0.2497 0.1268 0.0799
Strict –0.0738 –0.1047 –0.2479 –0.0547 –0.1097

Licence cost Numeric 10 e increment –0.0212 –0.0981 –0.1501 –0.1251 –0.0621
Distance Numeric 20 km increment –0.0558 –0.5212 –1.6055 –0.2627 –0.1293

Values which are not underlined represent the slope of the PWU (part worth utility) functions, while underlined values represent constants. SD¼ standard
deviation, refers to the standard deviation of data collected from diaries in the study region that were used when standardizing the attribute levels in
the original choice experiment. For details on the interpretation of the four angler types, see supporting information.

aParameters for the PWU non-linear function, see supporting information for details.
bMaximum size of fish captured is defined as the 95th percentile of the size distribution of fish caught annually.
cAll anglers at a particular lake are assumed to see each other because of the small size of lakes (10 ha).
dIn the present study, the level “none” (no information present) was chosen (see text for details).
eThe level “Medium” and “None” correspond to the "traditional harvest regulation" scenario (a minimum-length limit of 50 cm and a daily bag limit of 3
pike per angler day) and the "no regulation" scenario, respectively.
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research strictly speaking focuses on costs, catch rate
and size of fish (as components of fishing quality) as
generating utility to anglers. The approach in the pre-
sent study differs as the utility of a given lake is a
function of multiple catch- and non-catch related util-
ity components (harvest regulations, size of fish, catch
rate, distance, cost, crowding). Most importantly, the
regional-level utility at equilibrium across all lakes
becomes an emergent property of fish-angler interac-
tions (Carruthers et al., 2018) and not one that is
assumed a priori as done in related work (Parkinson
et al., 2004).

Economic welfare captures the integrated nature of
utilities (benefits) offered by fishing opportunities and
hence represents a measure of social yield (Johnston
et al., 2010, 2013, 2015). Note that economic welfare
is always a relative measure of well-being emerging
from a policy option A compared to some status quo
or a policy option B (Cole and Ward, 1994; Fenichel
et al., 2013b), i.e., welfare is assessed at the margins.
Such a welfare perspective, rather than potentially
incomplete surrogate of angler well-being such as
experienced catch rates or catch-based fishing quality,
was applied to model runs with and without one-size-
fits all harvest regulations to examine the change in
regional-level angler welfare stemming from regula-
tions and the resulting changes in all lake-specific and
utility-determining attributes of the experience directly
or indirectly caused by regulation changes (Figure 1,
Welfare measure). The change in welfare was approxi-
mated by the change in the sum of anglers’ lake-spe-
cific willingness to pay (WTP) for a particular
scenario compared to the baseline scenario, and was
represented in monetary units (e) (Hahnemann, 1984,
equations 17 and 18 in Table 1).

The no regulation scenario was chosen as the base-
line and used alternative scenarios for harvest regula-
tions to evaluate change in WTP when the common
set of harvest regulations was introduced in the
model. Because the marginal change in income was
represented by the utility loss of annual license cost,
the change in WTP (Zi of equation 18 in Table 1)
represented the average change in the angling quality
of angler per year for the angling quality in the entire
region, i.e., welfare was a regional-level outcome met-
ric. To relate the present work to previous catch-rate
utilities, regional effort shifts, and catch rates were
also tracked where needed to address the objectives.

From an ecological perspective, additional com-
monly used regional-level biological/ecological out-
comes were estimated (Figure 1, Conservation
measures). Two outcome criteria were used to

represent the status of exploited stocks at equilibrium.
These criteria were chosen because they were common
single-species stock assessment reference points used
for indicating overfished status (Worm et al., 2009).
Accordingly, a pike population in a given lake was
defined to be overexploited (i.e., recruitment overf-
ished) when its spawning stock biomass (SSB) was
less than 35% of its pristine, unexploited SSB (Mace,
1994; Allen et al., 2009). The pike stock in a given
lake was considered collapsed if its SSB was less than
10% of its pristine SSB following Worm et al. (2009)
and Hunt et al. (2011). The number of exploited or
collapsed stocks was aggregated over the region, to
represent regional-level conservation outcomes.

Outline of analysis

Numerical simulations were carried out for a param-
eter set chosen (Tables 1 and 2) to describe size-
selective recreational fishing on spatially structured
pike stocks by regionally mobile anglers with and
without the presence of one-size-fits all harvest regula-
tions. Similar to Hunt et al. (2011), discrete annual
time-step simulations was conducted for each man-
agement scenario at a particular size of the angler
population for a given residential pattern until the
fish and angler populations reached a dynamic equi-
librium. Based on preliminary simulations, 150 years
was chosen as a simulation period to achieve an equi-
librium state in most scenarios. The mean and vari-
ance of 10 different randomized patterns of the lake
distribution were used as values representing each
simulation run. In each figure, only means were
shown because variances among different placements
were small.

In the simulations, several scenarios were tested,
where several variables were altered systematically
(elements shown in gray in Figure 1). Two sets of har-
vest regulations were considered when the welfare
measure was introduced: a no regulation case and a
traditional one-size-fits all harvest regulation scenario
to correspond with typical situations in many fresh-
water fisheries landscapes and to represent extremes.
In the traditional one-size-fits all regulation scenario,
a combination of a minimum-length limit of 50 cm
and a daily bag limit of 3 pike per angler day, which
is common in Germany (Arlinghaus et al., 2010) and
some areas in North America (Paukert et al., 2001),
were used. In all simulations, the size of the angler
population, or potential regional angling effort, was
systematically varied. It was called potential regional
angling effort to distinguish it from the realized
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Figure 2. Comparison between the urban (black) and rural (gray) landscapes in coefficient of variation (CV) and an index of auto-
correlation (Moran’s I) among lake-specific angling effort (A) as well as lake-specific exploitation scores (relative spawning stock
biomass (SSB) to their pristine SSB) (B) with the presence of one-size-fits all harvest regulations. An example of the distribution of
lake-specific angling effort (A, left) and the spatial pattern of exploitation (B, left) is also shown. The annual angling effort density
in each lake was categorized into five classes: <30, <60, <90, <120, <150, and �150 [h ha�1 ya�1]. The degree of exploitation
in each lake was categorized into three classes based on their relative SSB: green: healthy (0.35 or higher), yellow: overfished
(between 0.35 and 0.10), and red: collapsed (less than 0.10). Lakes are identical in the homogeneous landscape, while lakes differ
in their resiliency or carrying capacity in the heterogeneous landscape.
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angling effort, which is an emergent property of fish-
angler interactions locally and in the region; usually
only 40–60% of the potential is realized effort.
Simulations were run with and without the presence
of ecological heterogeneity (represented by resiliency
and carrying capacity), with and without the presence
of angler heterogeneity (by either assuming the one-
class or the four-class angler models, Table 3) while
systematically varying the angler population size
because the latter has been found before to strongly
affect regional patterns of overfishing (Hunt
et al., 2011).

Regional level outcomes at the (dynamic) equilib-
rium were evaluated by examining both conservation
objectives (SSB) as well as social and economic objec-
tives (biomass yield, angler welfare, and occasionally
catch rates and effort density). Although angler wel-
fare integrated catch rates endogenously, catch rates at
equilibrium across lakes were also examined to sys-
tematically assess catch-based ideal free distribution
(IFD) assumptions commonly expressed in landscape
studies of freshwater recreational fisheries (Parkinson
et al., 2004; Mee et al., 2016).

To quantify the macro-scale spatial patterns among
lakes, Moran’s I, an index of spatial autocorrelation,
was calculated as well as the coefficient of variation
(CV). Moran’s I increases towards its maximum value
of 1 when a “clustered” spatial structure, for example
a concentration of similar angling effort values in one
part of the landscape is observed. The index is 0 when
the lakes vary in metrics of interest randomly or do
not vary at all among lakes.

Results

Objective 1 – the residential pattern shapes the
geographical location of effort and overfishing,
but not overall frequency of overfished stocks

When lakes were homogenous in their ecology and
the (heterogeneous) angler population lived in one
central urbanity in the landscape, the spatial distribu-
tion of angling effort (Figure 2A) and lake-specific
overfishing (Figure 2B) systematically spread from the
urban center towards the periphery of the landscape
as the potential regional angling effort density (AED)
increased. When lakes were assumed to be ecologically
homogenous and managed by harvest regulations,
positive and large scores in Moran’s I were observed
both in the spatial distribution of angling effort
(Figure 2A) and overfishing (Figure 2B) in the urban
landscape, indicating consistent spatial structuring as
a result of fish-angler-interactions. Similar spatial

structuring of angling effort and overfishing in the
urban landscapes were observed in the absence of har-
vest regulations (Figure 3). By contrast, no such spa-
tial patterns emerged in rural landscapes, and the
variation among lakes at the dynamic equilibrium
(represented by the coefficient of variation, CV) in
angling effort density or overexploitation was system-
atically smaller or even absent in the rural compared
to the urban case (Figures 2 and 3).

In the urban landscape, the domino-like spread of
overfishing from the central urbanity to the periphery
was largely similar in ecologically homogenous and
ecologically heterogeneous lake landscapes when lake
heterogeneity was represented either by variation in
stock resiliency or variation in carrying capacity in
relation to the underlying pike stock-recruitment rela-
tionship, irrespective of the presence of harvest regula-
tions (Figures 2 and 3). In both cases, lakes near the
metropolis attracted more angling effort than more
remote lakes unless regional fishing effort became
excessively large for fish populations to withstand the
angling pressure (see also Supporting Information
Figures S5b and S6b). Compared to the urban land-
scape, in the rural landscape scenario there was a
more uniform geographic placement of angling effort
and overfishing with less spatial autocorrelation and
reduced variation among lakes (Figures 2 and 3). The
difference between the rural and urban landscapes in
spatial structuring decreased as the potential AED
increased when the lake heterogeneity in resiliency
and in carrying capacity was present (Figure 2). Lakes
with greater potential for generating high catch-rate
fisheries systematically attracted more effort, but the
effect was much stronger in relation to variation in
the slope of the stock-recruitment curve (stock resili-
ency), resulting in a higher CV in angling effort
among lakes, than in variation of the carrying capacity
(Figures 2 and 3). By contrast, without harvest regula-
tions, variation in overfishing was higher when lakes
varied in carrying capacity than stock resiliency with-
out harvest regulations, because lakes with higher car-
rying capacity were overfished more than those with
lower carrying capacity (Figure 3, see Objective 3
below for details). Interestingly, introduction of har-
vest regulations changed the variation in overfishing,
in particular when AED exceeded 250 angling hours
per ha, which also resulted in a change in autocorrel-
ation in the overfishing state (Figure 2). Thus, the
presence of one-size-fits all harvest regulations had a
complex impact on the spatial pattern of angling
effort and overfishing, as a result of interaction with
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Figure 3. Comparison between the urban (black) and rural (gray) landscapes in coefficient of variation (CV) and an index of auto-
correlation (Moran’s I) among lake-specific angling effort (A) as well as lake-specific exploitation scores (relative spawning stock
biomass (SSB) to their pristine SSB) (B) in the absence of harvest regulations. An example of the distribution of lake-specific
angling effort (A, left) and the spatial pattern of exploitation (B, left) is also shown. The annual angling effort density in each lake
was categorized into five classes: <12, <24, <36, <48, <60, and �60 [h ha�1]. The degree of exploitation in each lake was cate-
gorized into three classes based on their relative SSB: green: healthy (0.35 or higher), yellow: overfished (between 0.35 and 0.10),
and red: collapsed (less than 0.10). Lakes are identical in the homogeneous landscape, while lakes differ in their resiliency or carry-
ing capacity in the heterogeneous landscape.
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the type of ecological heterogeneity as well as the resi-
dential pattern of anglers.

The analysis so far suggests that the location of
attracted effort and overfishing is strongly driven by
the potential AED (representing the size of the
regional angler population in relation to available fish-
eries) and the residential pattern (rural vs. urban). By
contrast, the aggregated regional-level outcomes of
fish stock-angler interactions in terms of number or
the fraction of overfished stocks, the average regional
biomass yield (kg of pike per ha per year), and in the
case of comparing a regulated landscape to an unregu-
lated case also angler welfare gains, were found to be
largely independent of the residential pattern or the
presence or absence of lake heterogeneity both in the
one-size-fits all harvest regulation (Figure 4) as well as
in the no-regulation scenario (Supporting Information
Figure S2). It was also largely irrelevant for overall
landscape patterns of overfishing, which particular
feature of lake heterogeneity varied in space (resiliency
vs. carrying capacity, Figure 4). What overwhelmingly
drove overall landscape outcomes was merely the size
of the regional angler population in relation to avail-
able fishing area, i.e., potential AED, which often led
to a realized effort to be less than 50% of the potential
AED (Figure 4, Supporting Information Figure S2).
For the parameter set chosen, in the no regulation
case, a potential AED of about 80–90 angling hours
per ha led to regional-level maximum sustainable yield

(MSY), but also to a sizable fraction of about 20–40%
of recruitment-overfished stocks under regional-level
MSY (Supporting Information Figure S2). Note that
the fraction of overfished stocked rapidly increased
when the potential AED moved from 80 to about 110
angling hours per ha, and correspondingly the
regional-level yield dropped, suggesting that a man-
agement strategy focused on regional-level MSY may
render the system vulnerable to overfishing. There
were corresponding trends in the regulated landscape,
albeit at higher potential AED levels because the pop-
ulations were better protected from overharvest
(Figure 4). Relative to the no-regulation case and at
identical potential AED, one-size fits all harvest regu-
lations led to more realized effort attracted to the
landscape, a reduction in the number of overexploited
lakes and maintenance of higher regional yield, which
also held at large potential AED values (Figure 5). In
contrast to the biomass yield, average angler welfare
constantly rose with increasing potential AED in the
regulated landscape (Figures 4 and 5). This finding
was caused by the poor state of fishing in the unregu-
lated case in the absence of regulations (Supporting
Information Figure S2) used as a baseline to estimate
welfare gains (Figure 4). Therefore, as a regional-level
metric, angler welfare does not show a maximum that
may be used as a management target (Figures 4 and
5) as long as the unregulated case is used as a base-
line. By contrast, regional MSY followed dome-shaped

Figure 4. Comparison between the heterogeneous (urban: black, rural: gray) and homogeneous (urban: red, rural: pink) land-
scapes. Lakes are identical in the homogeneous landscape, while lakes vary in their resiliency (top) or carrying capacity (bottom) in
the heterogeneous landscape. Regional outcomes in terms of average lake-specific angling effort, degree of overexploitation of
lakes (ROF¼ recruitment overfished stocks), biomass yield, and angler welfare as represented by average willingness-to-pay (WTP)
per year in the rural and urban residential patterns with the presence of one-size-fits all harvest regulations are shown.
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patterns typical for exploited fish populations in single
lakes and thus maybe used as a regional management
objective among others.

Objectives 2 – Heterogeneous anglers exert
greater cumulative fishing pressure in the region
than homogenous populations of anglers and
they homogenize spatial overfishing patterns

When an average empirically grounded angler type
estimated from the same choice data exploiting the
landscape was assumed, quite different ecological
(including spatial) and social outcomes were observed
compared to when heterogeneous anglers were
assumed in the model. Figure 6 presents the results for
a one-size-fits-all harvest regulation policy (for the cor-
responding unregulated case, see Supporting
Information Figure S3). The number of overexploited
lakes predicted in the one-class model (homogeneous
angler model) was always smaller than the number of
overexploited lakes predicted in the four-class model
(heterogeneous model). One important contributor
was the difference in the realized AED, which was
always higher when multiple angler types exploited the
regional fishery (Figure 6). The maximum average
regional yield did not differ between the one-class and
four-class models (Figure 6) because MSY was caused
by purely biological properties of the fish stock. As the
angler population size increased, however, the total

regional yield was predictably smaller in the four-class
model because the diverse anglers exerted greater har-
vesting pressure (i.e., realized angling effort) at the
same potential AED compared to homogenous anglers.

The aggregated regional welfare of anglers as meas-
ured by WTP change from the unregulated to the
regulated landscape was substantially greater in the
four-class model compared to the one-class model.
One large contributor to this effect was the more
depressed baseline overfishing state at high potential
AED in the unregulated landscape (Figure 3) because
the degree of overfishing caused by heterogeneous
anglers was much more severe compared to the state
of overfishing caused by homogenous anglers.
Correspondingly, the welfare gains of regulations were
appreciably higher for heterogeneous anglers com-
pared to homogenous anglers. The difference in eco-
logical and social regional outcomes among
homogenous and heterogeneous anglers increased as
the angler population size increased, but there was
very little impact of residential patterns on regional-
level outcomes stemming from the presence or
absence of angler heterogeneity (Figure 6).

Angler heterogeneity also exerted systematic
impacts at the spatial autocorrelation and variation in
angling effort and overexploitation at equilibrium, and
these impacts were also interacted with presence or
absence of ecological heterogeneities among lakes
(Figure 7). Angler heterogeneity did not affect spatial

Figure 5. Comparison between the situations with the presence (urban: black, rural: gray) or absence (urban: red, rural: pink) of
one-size-fits all harvest regulations in the rural and urban landscapes. Regional outcomes in terms of angling effort, overexploita-
tion of lakes (ROF¼ recruitment overfished stocks), biomass yield, and angler welfare as represented by average willingness-to-pay
(WTP) per year in the rural and urban residential patterns are shown. Lakes vary in their resiliency (top) or carrying
capacity (bottom).
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Figure 6. Comparison between the four-class heterogeneous (urban: black, rural: gray) and one-class homogeneous (urban: red,
rural: pink) angler models. Regional outcomes in angling effort, overexploitation of lakes (ROF¼ recruitment overfished lakes), bio-
mass yield and angler welfare as represented by average willingness-to-pay (WTP) per year in the rural and urban residential pat-
terns with the presence of one-size-fits all harvest regulations are shown. Lakes vary in their resiliency (top) or carrying
capacity (bottom).

Figure 7. Comparison between the four-class heterogeneous (urban: black, rural: gray) and one-class homogeneous (urban: red,
rural: pink) angler models in coefficient of variation (CV) and an index of autocorrelation (Moran’s I) among lake-specific angling
effort as well as lake-specific exploitation scores (relative spawning stock biomass (SSB) to their pristine SSB) with the presence of
harvest regulations. Lakes vary either in their resiliency or capacity.
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autocorrelation in angling effort and overexploitation
status when lakes were ecologically homogenous. In
such cases angler heterogeneity systematically reduced
variation in angling effort density and overexploitation
among lakes in urban, but not in rural, environments
(first raw in Figure 7).

When urban lakes varied in resiliency or carrying
capacity, angler heterogeneity generally (but not
always) led to greater homogenization in angling
effort across lakes (which reduced the CV in angling
effort) when compared to a homogenous angler case,
and the spatial structure eroded, in particular at high
AED. There was one exception: At high AED beyond
250 angling hours per ha, angler heterogeneity ele-
vated among lake variation in overfishing compared
to homogenous anglers when lakes varied in resili-
ency—an effect not clearly seen when lakes varied in
carrying capacity. Angler heterogeneity elevated spatial
autocorrelation both in angling effort density and in
overfishing in urban cases.

The impact of angler heterogeneity on among lake
variation in spatial structures in rural landscapes was
different and varied more in relation to the spatial
structure of effort and overfishing (Figure 7). Angler
heterogeneity elevated variation in overfishing among
rural lakes, largely independent on whether lakes

varied by resiliency or carrying capacity, in particular
when the potential AED exceeded 250 angling hours
per ha. The effect was stronger when lakes varied in
stock resiliency. By contrast, angler heterogeneity did
not have a clear impact on variation in angling effort
until about an AED of 250 angling hours per ha, after
which the impact appeared to be opposite between
the cases when lakes varied in stock resiliency and
carry capacity. But angler heterogeneity did not result
in the emergence of spatial autocorrelation in angling
effort density or overfishing in rural cases with het-
erogeneous lakes ecologies, in contrast to the
urban case.

The above mentioned effects of angler heterogen-
eity were caused by a complex pattern of spatial lake
substitution patterns as a function angler preferences
interacting with ecological processes of fish stock
renewal. Because residential patterns did not matter
much for determining the overall regional-level effects
of angler heterogeneity (Figure 6), further examination
was confined to an example where specific angler
types were fishing in the landscape in the regulated
urban case where different travel zones of interest
from the metropolis were defined (Figure 8, see
Supporting Information Figure S4 for the unregulated
case). In line with the empirical data from northern

Figure 8. Proportions of each angler class within the realized angling effort density (AED, angling-h ha�1) in the urban case with
the presence of the one-size-fits all harvest regulation. Lakes vary in their resiliency. Lakes are categorized by the distance from
the metropolis: Zone 1 (<28 km), 2 (<56 km) 3 (<84 km), and 4 (�84 km). The original proportion of the angler classes is shown
on the left.
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Germany, the angler class 1 (committed anglers, sup-
plemental material) made up 51.4% of the entire
angler population. This class accounted for a dispro-
portionally larger proportion of the total angling trips
taken by the angler population as a whole (Figure 8).
Furthermore, the proportion of class 1 anglers in the
total angling effort increased as the distance from the
metropolis increased (Figure 8) because class 1 anglers
enjoyed less disutility from travel distance. By con-
trast, the angler classes 2 and 3 (active and casual
anglers) preferred angling in lakes nearby their resi-
dence and thus rarely visited remote lakes (in zones 3
and 4 in Figure 8). When an average type of angler
was assumed instead (homogeneous angler model,

right panels in Figure 8), the realized angling effort
was overall lower than in the heterogeneous angler
model (left panels in Figure 8). This is because the
average angler did not visit the remote lakes in travel
zones 3 and 4 as often compared to the numerically
dominant class 1 anglers in the heterogeneous model.
The difference became more pronounced when the
angler population size (potential AED) increased and
the corresponding angling quality decreased because
this elevated the visits to remote lakes by highly com-
mitted class-1 anglers in the heterogeneous population
(Figure 8). In conclusion, ignoring angler heterogen-
eity in modeling will exert important effects on land-
scape-scale social and ecological outcomes.

Figure 9. Relationship between a lake’s intrinsic quality (pristine SSB¼ SSB0) and the degree of exploitation (represented by SSB/
SSB0) and average angler catch rates (pike per hour) at equilibrium in the absence of harvest regulations in the rural (A) and urban
(B) landscapes. Each lake is represented by a circle. Variation among lakes in their pristine SSB arises either from variation in their
resiliency (black) or carrying capacity (red). From the left to the right: pAED¼ potential annual angling effort density of 50, 100,
150, or 200 [h ha�1].
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Objectives 3–Ecological variation in stock
resiliency maintains catch variation unless the
angler population size is excessive, while variation
in carrying capacity does not

When lakes differed in their carrying capacity in the
absence of regulations and were exploited by a large
heterogeneous angler population, lakes of higher
intrinsic quality (meaning lakes that could maximally
host more fishes) tended to be exploited more heavily
than lower-quality lakes, as can be inferred from a
larger drop in SSB/pristine SSB as pristine SSB levels
increased in both rural (Figure 9A) and urban (Figure
9B) landscapes. In other words, positive correlations

between the lake quality and degree of exploitation
were found, in particular, when the angler population
size was large in all landscape types (Figure 9). As the
regional angler population size increased, the differ-
ence in the catch rates offered by the lakes in the
landscape at equilibrium decreased leading to
regional-level homogenization of catch rates among
lakes across all lakes varying in carrying capacity in
both rural (Figure 9A) and urban (Figure
9B) landscapes.

The landscape pattern of exploitation at equilibrium
differed when lakes varied in their resiliency at low
pike population size (slope of the stock-recruitment
curve, i.e., stock resiliency) instead of the carrying

Figure 10. Relationship between a lake’s intrinsic quality (pristine SSB¼ SSB0) and the degree of exploitation (represented by
SSB/SSB0) and average angler catch rates (pike per hour) at equilibrium with the presence of one-size-fits all harvest regulations in
the rural (A) and urban (B) landscapes. Each lake is represented by a circle. Variation among lakes in their pristine SSB arises either
from variation in their resiliency (black) or carrying capacity (red). From the left to the right: pAED¼ potential annual angling effort
density of 100, 200, 300, and 400 [h ha�1].
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capacity. Compared to lakes varying in carrying-cap-
acity, more resilient and hence more productive lakes
were exploited less heavily than low-resiliency lakes,
and a homogenization of the exploited SSBs relative to
pristine SBB across the resiliency gradient, rather than
a homogenization of catch rates, emerged as the
potential AED increased in both rural and urban land-
scapes (black points, Figure 9). This is in contrast to
the inverse relationship among pristine SSB and the
exploited SSB/pristine SSB seen before for the variation
in carrying-capacity among lakes (red points, Figure
9). Lake heterogeneity in stock resiliency also led to
the maintenance of larger catch rates in highly-pro-
ductive lakes at equilibrium compared to low product-
ive lakes in rural and urban landscapes (black points,
Figure 9), which contrasted with the more consistent
homogenization in catch rate across lakes in all land-
scape types for lakes varying in carrying capacity (red
points, Figure 9). Substantially more variability among
lakes varying in stock resiliency persisted in the urban
case also at high potential angler densities (Figure 9).
One reason was the systematic impact of distance on
lake attractiveness (utility) to anglers, which main-
tained fish populations at higher levels as the distance
from the metropolis increased (see urban case with no
regulations in Supporting Information Figure S5B
compared to rural case with no regulations in
Supporting Information Figure S5A).

The implementation of a one-size-fits-all harvest
regulation (minimum-length limit of 50 cm and daily
bag limit of three pike) in all lakes in the landscape
slightly modified the association of overfishing and
lake quality and the ecological and social outcomes
just described (Figure 10). The difference between
variation in stock resiliency and carrying capacity in
their impact on exploitation and overfishing was
basically unchanged, but some of the features became
more pronounced. Overall, the effect of the harvest
regulations was most strongly observed in higher-
quality lakes than in lower-quality lakes (compare
Figure 10 with Figure 9). In particular, the difference
in the expected catch rates at equilibrium among
high-quality and low-quality lakes became more pro-
nounced under harvest regulations, with more resili-
ent lakes and lakes with higher carrying capacity
generally offering higher catch rates than less resilient
lakes or lakes with lower carrying capacity in both
rural (Figure 10A) and urban (Figure 10B) landscapes.
The positive correlation between variation in stock
resiliency and catch rate (black points, Figure 10) was
more pronounced than that between variation in car-
rying capacity and catch rate (red points, Figure 10).

In the case where variation in lake quality was arising
from variation in carrying capacity, the negative cor-
relation of pristine SSB and the exploited SSB/pristine
SSB seen in the absence of regulations (Figure 9) was
observed only when the angler population size was
very large in both the rural (Figure 10A) and urban
(Figure 10B) landscapes. Also, lakes with lower carry-
ing capacity were only exploited more heavily than
lakes with large carrying capacity when the angler
population size was small and only in a rural scenario
(Figure 10). In the case of variation among lakes in
stock resiliency this effect was even more pronounced,
turning the correlation of pristine SSB and the
exploited SSB/pristine SSB systematically positive
across all levels of the potential AED, with no hom-
ogenization of catch rates observed among lakes
(Figure 10, see also Supporting Information Figure S5
for changes of catch rates with distance). The catch-
rate homogenization was much less pronounced or
not pronounced at all in the case of variation among
lakes in carrying capacity when regulations were pre-
sent (black points, Figure 10, see also Supporting
Information Figure S5) compared to the no regulation
case (Figure 9 and Supporting Information Figure S6).

Similar patterns were observed in the urban (Figure
10B) and rural regulated landscapes (Figure 10A) in
regulated landscapes compared to the no-regulation
case (Figure 9). Again, in the harvest-regulated land-
scape along the gradient of lake quality a substantially
greater among lake variability of the pike population
size and catch rates and effort attracted was main-
tained in equilibrium in the rural case (Figure 10A)
compared to the urban case (Figure 10B). Substantial
variation in effort attracted and catch rates were pre-
sent at equilibrium for lakes varying in distance in
both the rural (Supporting Information Figure S5A)
and urban regulated landscapes (Supporting
Information Figure S5B). Variation among lakes in
stock resiliency led to somewhat greater distance-
related variation in effort attracted and catch rates in
both landscapes (black points, Supporting Information
Figure S5) compared to variation in carrying capacity
(red points, Supporting Information Figure S5).

Discussion

The present study provides a general framework to
examine spatial problems related to fish-stock-angler
interactions and thereby contribute to an emerging lit-
erature of modeling complex adaptive social-ecological
systems (Schl€uter et al., 2012; Arlinghaus et al., 2017)
where macro scale outcomes (e.g., regional effort
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distribution and overfishing) emerge from a high
number of micro-level interactions (e.g., angler-fish
stock interactions) (Levin et al., 2013). The current
work presents the most general model for recreational
fisheries published so far and provides general insights
that complements and generalizes a specific landscape
model for British Columbia published recently
(Carruthers et al. 2018). General models such as the
one presented in this manuscript help us to elucidate
findings from empirical studies as discussed below,
and to guide future empirical studies. The present
model is distinguished from previous landscape mod-
els in recreational fisheries (in particular Post et al.,
2008; Hunt et al., 2011; Post and Parkinson, 2012) by
three key features.

First, similar to Carruthers et al. (2018) the fish
population model is age-structured, rather than being
a biomass model, thereby allowing size-dependent
catch expectations by anglers and the effects of size-
based harvest limits to be represented; both strongly
affect utility and thus effort dynamics of anglers
(Hunt, 2005; Dorow et al., 2010; Arlinghaus et al.,
2014) and hence have become relevant ingredients of
recreational-fisheries models (Johnston et al., 2010,
2013, Askey et al., 2013).

Second, a mechanistic model of angler behavior
was used, which was predicted from an empirically
estimated multi-dimensional utility function
(Beardmore et al., 2013). The very high predictive
ability of such utility-based models to predict angling
effort has recently been confirmed in a case in British
Columbia (Carruthers et al., 2018). The approach we
chose allowed regional outcomes to be emergent
properties of local fish-angler interactions across a
large set of cases. Thereby, the current investigation
was not constrained to equilibrium conditions
“forced” on the model, such as the one that at equilib-
rium all fish stocks are expected to be fished down to
an average catch rate among lakes (Parkinson et al.,
2004). Put differently: in the present model homogen-
ization of catch rates across lakes can be an emergent
property, but not an outcome to be expected a priori.
Importantly, by treating a multidimensional utility
(both catch and non-catch driven) as the reward
sought by anglers when deciding where to go fishing
the fitness of a human forager has many more dimen-
sions than just catch. Previous modeling work has
already shown that assuming anglers to be mainly or
exclusively driven in their behavior by catch expecta-
tions can lead to inaccurate predictions about how
best to serve their expectations from a management
perspective (Johnston et al., 2010). Therefore, the

present model is mechanistically closer to behavioral
reality than many other models that assume that
anglers are simply guided by catch expectations (but
see Carruthers et al., 2018 for a notable exception).

Third, rather than focusing on just selected regional
outcomes (e.g., number of overexploited stocks, Hunt
et al., 2011; or fishing quality, Post et al., 2008; Mee
et al., 2016), several emerging outcomes, which
encompassed regional-level ecological (e.g., regional
overfishing) and socio-economic objectives (e.g.,
regional angler welfare) as well as more traditional
objectives of recreational fisheries (e.g., catch rates
and effort), were calculated and presented. Thereby,
the present model accommodated important tradeoffs
in management objectives and associated crite-
ria explicitly.

One of the key results is that landscape patterns of
overexploitation are an integrated function of angler
and lake heterogeneity as moderated by residential
pattern, angler population size, the type of lake quality
variation (stock resiliency or carrying capacity) and
the presence or absence of harvest regulations.
Thereby, the present work confirms more specific
findings for British Columbia of Carruthers et al.
(2018), but goes beyond their work by providing
insights for a large family of cases of heterogeneity. In
terms of largely robust predictions, the present study
1) confirmed earlier studies that in urban landscapes
lakes around the aggregation of effort will receive
greater effort and overfishing risk than more remote
lakes (sensu Post et al., 2002; Carpenter and Brock,
2004; Post et al., 2008), 2) found that angler popula-
tion size and angler heterogeneity aggravates the
degree of overfishing and reduces spatial autocorrel-
ation in lake states by spreading effort more across
lakes, particularly in urban landscapes (Carruthers
et al., 2018), and 3) reported that the previously pro-
posed hypothesis that lakes of larger ecological quality
for the production of fish will be systematically overf-
ished by regionally mobile anglers (Parkinson et al.,
2004) and that at equilibrium all lakes (within zones
of similar travel distance) will be offering similar catch
rates (Parkinson et al., 2004) or catch qualities (Mee
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016) cannot be generalized.
The positive association of lake quality and degree of
overexploitation (as judged by SSB relative to pristine
SSB) was only found for unregulated (be it rural or
urban) landscapes at high potential angling effort
when lakes varied in carrying capacity, but not in
stock resiliency. A further clear-cut result found in the
present study was that an increasing angler population
size will have systematic overfishing effects and reduce
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both equilibrium stock sizes and average catch rates
irrespective of residential pattern, lake heterogeneity
and the presence of angler diversity, but unless
extreme situations (e.g., exceedingly high potential
angling effort) are assumed, substantial among lake
variation in expected catch rates is expected to remain
in many situations (sensu Hunt et al., 2011). In other
cases, however, homogenization of catch rates across
lakes and systematic overfishing of high quality lakes
was predicted to happen, confirming empirical find-
ings (Mee et al., 2016). Detailed results are first dis-
cussed with reference to the three objectives stated in
the introduction before moving to model limitations
and implications for management and policy making.

A view at the three key study objectives

The first key finding of the present modeling experi-
ment was that the spatial patterns of angling effort
attracted and regional overfishing were dependent on
the residential patterns in a given landscape as moder-
ated by the angler population size and was less
affected by the nature of ecological heterogeneity
among lakes. The present study agreed with previous
landscape models reporting that overfishing of spa-
tially structured fish stocks proceeds in a systematic
fashion from aggregation of high latent angler effort
in urban landscapes towards the periphery (Carpenter
and Brock, 2004; Post et al., 2008; Hunt et al., 2011),
and this pattern was not strongly affected by lake het-
erogeneity in urban environments. At equilibrium
urban environments also maintained greater among-
lake variation in expected catch rates compared to
rural case because urban environments always offered
some effort “refuges” in lakes in remote localities.
Such effects were not present in rural landscapes, and
even in an urban landscape domino-like overharvest-
ing at high angler population sizes did not occur
when the landscape was regulated by harvest regula-
tions, supporting earlier modeling work by Hunt et al.
(2011) and Post and Parkinson (2012).

Results from (largely) urban landscapes have so far
dominated the literature on freshwater fisheries land-
scapes (e.g., Post et al., 2008; Hunt et al., 2011). The
present study showed that findings from urban cases
do not hold for rural landscapes in relation to the
spatial arrangement of overfished stocks when the
regional angler population is moderate or low. That
said, aggregative metrics of regional-level outcomes,
e.g., the total number of overfished stocks, were found
to not strongly deviate in urban and rural landscapes
and be less affected by lake heterogeneity, suggesting

that when the aim is to outline broad-scale outcomes
simulations of urban landscapes may prove suitable
approximations independent of exact knowledge of
local-level productivity of ecosystems.

In relation to the second objective, it is concluded
that simplifying a heterogeneous angler population to
a homogenous one, or to aggregates such as “angling
effort,” in social-ecological modeling experiments risks
severely underestimating landscape-level realized effort
and regional overfishing and also strongly affects the
location to which effort (and overfishing risk) is
attracted as well as the type of spatial autocorrelation
in overfishing states and effort attracted among lakes.
This finding agrees with recent literature reviews who
noted that being explicit about which behavioral
responses to expect is crucially important for under-
standing and managing recreational fisheries (Ward
et al., 2016; Arlinghaus et al., 2017). Moreover, not
accounting for angler heterogeneity in preferences in
behavior underestimates the social welfare gains from
harvest regulations and thus also bears strong rela-
tions to economic and managerial dimensions (Cole
and Ward, 1994). The present work confirms single-
lake bio-economic models in recreational fisheries
showing that accounting for variation in angler types
through the integrated nature of multi-attribute angler
utility is important for inferring fish population devel-
opments and identification of optimal input and out-
put regulations that maximize benefits to anglers and
minimize ecological impacts (Johnston et al., 2010,
2013, 2015). Hence, it is not only of narrative import-
ance of being explicit about which angler typologies,
and relatedly variation in preferences and behavior,
exist in a given SES of recreational fisheries if the aim
of the modeling experiment is to provide robust
insights for management (sensu Cole and Ward, 1994;
Post et al., 2008; Johnston et al., 2010; Fenichel and
Abbott, 2014). Different angler types not only differ
in their travel propensity, but may also strongly differ
in their skill and catchability (Johnston et al., 2010;
Ward et al., 2013a,b), which were not considered in
the present study. Further work on the relationship of
angler preferences and skill/catchability is needed to
improve the modeling of angler heterogeneity
on landscapes.

Another finding was that angler heterogeneity sys-
tematically affected the among-lake variance and spa-
tial autocorrelation of both angling effort and
overexploitation and that these effects varied with the
type of landscape (urban vs. rural), type of ecological
variation among lakes and the potential angling effort
density. A default situation for many empirical
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freshwater fisheries landscapes in the western world is
the presence of among-lake variation in ecological
productivity, some base level of harvest regulations
and moderate angling effort densities. Under such
conditions the present model predicted that hetero-
geneity in angler behavior would erode the spatial
structure in overfishing (e.g., reducing the difference
in the overfishing states of lakes between urban and
peripheral areas) and angling effort density, and in
most cases reduce the variation in angling effort dens-
ity and overexploitation status among lakes. More
complex patterns were predicted for rural landscapes
for the distribution of angling effort, but spatial auto-
correlation was predicted to be unaffected (i.e., no
spatial structure) and the variation in overfishing
among lakes to be increased, rather than decreased as
in the urban case, in the presence of heterogeneous
anglers. A recent study on the among-lake spatial syn-
chrony of angling effort in freshwater reservoirs in
Nebraska provides empirical data to confront the pre-
sent model predictions with reality (Kaemigk et al.,
2018). Kaemigk et al. (2018) found no relationships of
spatial synchrony of lake-specific effort and distance,
which corresponds to the rural residence pattern for
which the present model predicts no autocorrelation
in angling effort. Kaemigk et al. (2018) further pro-
pose that the presence of angler heterogeneity inter-
acting with heterogeneous lakes removes synchrony,
while synchronous patterns of lake-specific effort are
predicted when both anglers and lakes are homogen-
ous. The present model predicts lack of autocorrel-
ation independent of the presence of angler
heterogeneity and heterogeneity in lake ecology in
rural landscapes, and emergence of autocorrelation
when anglers live in urban environments. Then,
angler heterogeneity is predicted to reduce the auto-
correlation in effort (which means the relationship
between synchrony and distance diminishes), in agree-
ment with the statements by Kaemigk et al. (2018).

In relation to the third and last objective, it is con-
firmed that previous studies (in particular Hunt et al.,
2011) that the assumed positive correlation among
exploitation impact and the ecological quality (as
measured by both resiliency and carrying capacity) of
a given lake (Parkinson et al., 2004) is to be expected
under particular conditions, but is not a general
result. Similarly, according to the present work and
others (Matsumura et al., 2010; Hunt et al., 2011), a
catch-based IFD where the lake-level catch rates, or
more generally catch-based fishing qualities (Mee
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016), are homogenized
across a region is not to be generally expected in all

freshwater landscapes in recreational fisheries,
although such effects are indeed very likely when lakes
vary in carrying capacity, latent angling effort is high
and the angler community is heterogeneous with
respect to their preferences. These results largely
agreed with previous modeling studies that also used
a multi-dimensional utility function driving angler
behavior (Hunt et al., 2011) or assumed suboptimal
patch choices of foragers (Matsumura et al., 2010)
similar to the way site choice behavior of human for-
agers was represented in the current model. Thus, it
appears safe to conclude that the findings about cer-
tain departures of catch-based IFD relate to the mech-
anistic assumption that the fitness of the human
forager relates to multiple dimensions, both catch-
and non-catch related, and that human foragers sub-
optimally and probabilistically choose lakes offering
the highest utility. Recent empirical studies on fish-
eries landscapes have taken up such approach and
have shown very high predictive ability of local
angling effort (Carruthers et al., 2018), suggesting that
the model predictions we present are likely generaliz-
able to a large family of cases.

In the present study, the strongest evidence for a
systematic overexploitation of high quality lakes and
for catch-rate homogenization effects across both the
lake quality and distance gradients in urban cases was
revealed when the variation in ecological lake quality
was caused by lake heterogeneity in carrying capacities
in the absence of harvest regulations and for very
large (and heterogeneous) angler population sizes
(Figure 9). When harvest regulations were present,
however, these effects were only present at exceedingly
high angler population sizes (Figure 10). By contrast,
when lakes varied in their resiliency, more productive
lakes were less heavily exploited and they also main-
tained larger catch rates compared to low(er) quality
lakes (Figures 9 and 10). The present modeling results
agree with empirical results from Canadian rainbow
trout fisheries, many of which are stock enhanced
(Mee et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016). Based on the
present study, for a catch-based IFD to happen, angler
utility must be mainly or exclusively about expected
catches, lakes need to be open to a large pool of het-
erogeneous anglers, with easy access, variation in lake
quality must be based on carrying capacity, but not in
the slope of the stock-recruitment curve (stock resili-
ency), and no harvest regulations offering protection
to the fishes should be present. Most of these ingre-
dients apply to the stocking-reliant rainbow trout fish-
eries in British Columbia, for which a catch-based
IFD in recreational fisheries has been reported (Post
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et al., 2002, 2008; Post and Parkinson, 2012; Mee
et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016). Importantly, in these
studies a fishing-quality based IFD has been reported
in travel regions varying in travel distance from the
metropolis (Mee et al., 2016), which essentially con-
trols for the systematic impact of travel on utility and
site choice behavior. Thereby, a key non-catch dimen-
sion of angler utility, distance, is removed and the
angler behavior within a given zone is in turn affected
mainly by catch expectations related to catch rates
and sizes of fish that are captured. The British
Columbian lake systems are open-access to a large
pool of anglers residing in Vancouver, they are mainly
directed at harvest-oriented anglers, the lakes have
few harvest regulations and variation in catches and
sizes of fish to be expected among lakes is essentially
a function of the stocking density as most lake rain-
bow trout stocks are not self-recruiting. In such situa-
tions, stocking essentially determines the carrying
capacity because there is no internal renewal process
at low stock sizes similar to the effects stemming from
variation in the slope of a stock-recruitment curve in
a naturally reproducing stock. According to the pre-
sent study, all these conditions indeed foster the emer-
gence of a catch-based IFD. These conditions,
however, are not generally present in other fisheries
landscapes, where a large fraction of fisheries are
based on naturally recruiting fishes that naturally vary
in resiliency (i.e., slope of the stock-recruitment rela-
tionship) among systems and where at least some
form of harvest regulation is present. Under such con-
ditions, the present model does not predict a catch-
based IFD to necessarily emerge. Instead, in most
landscapes the maintenance of substantial variation
among fisheries in fishing utility (“quality”), rather
than its erosion, is to be expected at equilibrium.

Following the present model, in unregulated land-
scapes variation in stock resiliency (i.e., population
renewal speed) among lakes will either lead to hom-
ogenization of overfishing, while maintaining high
catch rates in more productive stocks, or help main-
taining both high spawning stock biomasses and high
catch rates under regulated conditions in the most
productive stocks. The reasons for the strongly differ-
ent patterns of the SSB and catch rates in the
exploited equilibrium in relation to varying carrying
capacity and population renewal (i.e., resiliency) in
the present model are purely ecological, confirming
the importance of studying both ecological and social
processes in coupled SES. Variation in carrying cap-
acity will mainly lead to variation in catch rates in the
unexploited state, which cannot be sustained as

angling effort responds. Consequently, due to rapid
effort responses of anglers at equilibrium, yield, and
relatedly catch rates, produced by exploited fish stocks
are rather insensitive to increases in carrying capacity
(Arlinghaus et al., 2018), and similarly variation in
catch-dependent angling quality at MSY is largely
independent of underlying carrying capacities of a
given lake (Parkinson et al., 2004). By contrast, yield
and catch-related angling quality increase strongly
with increasing stock resiliency (slope of the stock-
recruitment relationship) at MSY (Parkinson et al.,
2004, for an example of pike, see the model of
Arlinghaus et al., 2018) leading to more resilient
stocks, unless they are exploited by a large pool of
anglers leading to their collapse (Post et al., 2002,
2008). Hence, variation in population renewal proc-
esses at low stock sizes (i.e., resiliency) can better
maintain fish stocks and catch rates under exploiting
conditions by compensating for losses due to fishing,
which variation in carrying capacity alone cannot sus-
tainably achieve (Walters and Martell, 2004).

The present models suggests that management
interventions that modify the population renewal cap-
acity (e.g., due to enhancement of juvenile habitat)
rather than carrying capacity per se (e.g., due to one-
time stocking) can have sustained, systematic effects
on maintaining variation in catch rates and spawning
biomasses in fisheries landscapes. In fact, when lakes
vary in stock resiliency rather than carrying capacity
and when a base set of harvest regulations is intro-
duced, in the present model high-quality lakes became
less overexploited compared to low-quality lakes. In
other words, high productivity coupled with a protec-
tion of young, immature fish through a basal set of
size-limits is key for lakes to avoid being systematic-
ally overfished (Post and Parkinson, 2012).

Limitations and extensions

As any model, the present work has several limitations
stemming from simplification of processes and struc-
tural uncertainty. On the biological side, the present
work constitutes a single-species age-and size-struc-
tured model that omits multi-species interactions in
complex food webs and represents density-dependence
phenomenologically rather than being an emergent
property of size-structured interactions. Pike popula-
tions however exhibit a high degree of intraspecific
population regulation through cannibalism and overall
show stable dynamics (Persson et al., 2004).
Moreover, most of the size- and density dependence
in the parameters used in the present study was
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estimated from one stock (Windermere) that shows
exceptionally high quality data. Obviously the current
model cannot be used to derive predictions for spe-
cific empirical systems, but it appears to have cap-
tured the most essential pike population dynamical
processes in a rigorous fashion, with substantial
empirical data support.

A further limitation of the present work that might
limit the direct comparison to other landscape models
may be inherent in the different spatial scales. For
example, the current landscape scale encompassed
150 km, while Post et al. (2008) modeled >1000 km,
and Hunt et al. (2011) about 300 km. The reason for
the different scales in the three studies relates to the
calibration of the angler model, which was always
empirically grounded to local conditions. Obviously, a
larger scale in the present model would have substan-
tially affected the location of effort because anglers in
northern Germany for which the base angler model
was calibrated are not used to travel much farther
than about 200 km for a single angling trip. Hence,
the distance effects might have been stronger if the
choice model used to construct the travel cost coeffi-
cient would have exposed anglers in the model to
much larger travel distances. Modelling a landscape
that is much larger than what the empirical anglers
were normally exposed to would have been to
extrapolate beyond the parameter space used to train
the model, and hence was not done in the pre-
sent study.

What might more fundamentally affect model out-
comes are connections among the ecological systems,
e.g., through rivers or creeks linking lakes. Newbold
and Massey (2010) showed that such spatial connect-
ivity of the fish resources affects the estimation of util-
ity models and may demand alternative structural
models of angler site choices that captures species
sorting behavior and spatially connected population
dynamics. Further work in this area is cer-
tainly warranted.

Anglers were assumed to be omniscient about the
utilities offered by each of the lakes in the landscape
and that the past year’s experiences were instantan-
eously exchanged among all anglers. In reality, anglers
will of course not be omniscient about all lake utilities
and they might also follow different strategies in
terms of lake choices than assumed in the present
study. For example, rather than being utility maxi-
mizes anglers might follow different approach to lake
choice (e.g., satisficing, Wierzbicki, 1982). Relatedly,
place attachment, habitat, tradition and the attainment
of angling experience and skill with a given lake over

time may all lead to “local adaptation” and a tendency
for anglers to always visit familiar sites. Such effects
were not included in the present model and are cer-
tainly relevant sources of uncertainty. Anglers may
also strongly vary in skill (and catchability, Ward
et al., 2013a), and hence the “update speed” of which
catch to expect in a given lake may systematically vary
among anglers, in turn affecting outcomes. All of
these aspects could have strong effects on regional dis-
tribution patterns and thus need to be accounted for
in future work.

The current model was simplified by assuming
equal skill among anglers, no social interactions
between anglers other than crowding effects emerging
from the utility offered by lakes, no opportunity for
learning and adaptation of preferences and no social
networks. All of these assumptions are unlikely to
hold in any empirical system because anglers are
known to differ in skill (Dorow et al., 2010; Ward
et al., 2013a), are unlikely to be omniscient (Hunt
et al., 2011), are characterized by shifting expectations
and preferences (Gale, 1987), and quite certainly form
social groups and networks of like-minded friends
and peers (Hahn, 1991; Ditton et al., 1992) through
which information flow happens (Little and
McDonald, 2007). Such information flow changes in
quality and quantity through rapid changes in novel
communication technology (e.g., social media, Martin
et al., 2012). Missing links among nodes in angler net-
works can then block information about fishing
opportunities if there is strong modularization in the
network (Little and McDonald, 2007), or it may foster
the exploitation of lakes through slow, but steady,
information spread in small world networks. The lat-
ter effect is more likely at time scales that were meas-
ured in the present study, which suggests that the lack
of consideration of among-angler networks did not
fundamentally bias the long-term predictions obtained
from the present model. Anglers in networks, how-
ever, may derive utility from the utility experienced
by fellow peers (e.g., catch of a trophy by a close
friend), which can affect the policy options and create
sites the networks prefers as a whole (Neilson and
Wichmann, 2014). Also, isolated events like as the
popularization of exceptional fishing opportunities
may lead to a systematic and pervasive shift in effort
(Carpenter et al., 1994)—a dynamic not represented
in the present model. All these issues are likely related
to angler heterogeneity (some anglers are more net-
worked than others, some anglers are more receptive
to media than others, Ditton et al., 1992), which will
strongly affect the location of effort and hence
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landscape patterns in particular empirical systems. But
despite this empirically relevant complexity that
should be certainly tackled in future work, the long-
term strategic predictions from the current model
may nevertheless serve as qualitative approximations
of which family of outcomes to expect under particu-
lar situations.

Finally, limitations relates to omission of specific
details of the governance system. This article explored
open-access fisheries where anglers can choose lakes
in an open landscape and a social planner installs
one-size-fits all policies for the entire landscape, as it
typical in North America (Lester et al., 2003). In West
Germany and many other areas of Europe, however,
small angling clubs manage restricted water areas and
anglers cannot easily switch among small angling
clubs (Daedlow et al., 2011), which will lead to differ-
ent dynamics in the region than modeled in this art-
icle. Again, it will be worthwhile to analyze more
constrained choices and what landscape level out-
comes to expect.

Policy implications and future directions

Based on the present work some management impli-
cations of potential relevance to policy makers and
managers charged with managing freshwater fisheries
landscapes can be derived. Four of them are out-
lined below.

First, introduction of harvest regulations following
a simple one-size-fits-all policy can decrease regional
overfishing and maintain high yields, while at the
same time strongly increasing angler welfare com-
pared to the unregulated case. The present work con-
firms earlier landscape studies that reported that to
manage open-access freshwater fisheries and avoid
sequential collapses some base level of regulations or
other type of management intervention is necessary
(Cole and Ward, 1994; Lester et al., 2003; Post and
Parkinson, 2012). Nevertheless, it is very likely that a
diversity of management tools rather than one-size-
fits all policies as examined in the present model will
produce better outcomes (Carpenter and Brock, 2004;
Post and Parkinson, 2012). Future work is reserved
for using the present model to test the design (type
and regional placement) of various policy and man-
agement options to optimize specific manage-
ment objectives.

Second, in line with previous work (Post and
Parkinson, 2012; Carruthers et al., 2018) the present
work implies that to achieve high regional level fish
yield and avoid localized collapses of stocks,

constraints on total effort (and by the same token
total fishing mortality) are necessary if the latent
regional angling effort is exceedingly high relative to
available fishing area under open-access situations.
The transition from a situation that produces regional
MSY to rapid collapse was narrow in terms of what
average angling effort per hectare the system can
maintain, which suggests that a precautionary
approach may be needed to limit the total number of
anglers for a given landscape if the aim is to manage
for MSY. Similarly, the present work and related stud-
ies suggests that if the objective is to minimize the
number of overexploited stocks at high potential
angling effort constraints on fishing mortality (e.g.,
through implementation of restrictive harvest regula-
tions), strategic use of stocking near high aggregations
of anglers (to “absorb” mobile angling effort) or even
effort controls will be necessary in at least a fraction
of the otherwise fully accessible ecosystems (Cox and
Walters, 2002; Post and Parkinson, 2012).

Third, the present model results exposed some fun-
damental tradeoffs that mangers may need to navigate
when managing mobile anglers in freshwater land-
scapes interacting with local ecological processes of
density and size-dependent population regulation
under open-access situations. In particular, in urban
environments it may not be possible to maximize
regional-level objectives (e.g., regional MSY) with one-
size-fits-all regulations without collapsing some of the
stocks in the landscape. This finding is equivalent to
insights from multi-species models in the marine
environment where achieving multi-species MSY
comes at the cost of collapsing some stocks (Worm
et al., 2009). Fully avoiding collapse when targeting
regional-level MSY may only be possible in an open-
access situations where anglers will always dynamically
respond to changes in local fish availability by radical
landscape-level effort controls, continuous stocking or
implementation of total catch-and-release policies
with low hooking mortality in the absence of illegal
harvest (Post and Parkinson, 2012; Johnston et al.,
2015). Further simulation work is needed to address
this important issue.

Finally, although stocking-based recreational fish-
eries were not modeled directly in the present work,
some of the findings can be interpreted in light of
previous landscape work under stocked situations,
calling into question the efficiency of one-time stock
enhancement activities in non-recruiting stocks when
mobile anglers interact with spatially structured
resource patches. As mentioned before, Mee et al.
(2016) reported that mobile anglers targeting stocked
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rainbow trout in British Columbia quickly fish down
stock-enhanced population to some regional level
“fishing quality” dictated by distance-clustered num-
ber (catch)-size tradeoffs for fishing quality. Similarly,
in the present model where the disutility of distance
and the catch preferences of anglers were endogenous
for the angler movement dynamic, variation in lake
qualities by varying the carrying capacity among lakes
did not maintain variation in catch rates when the
angler population size was large. In naturally recruited
species elevation of the carrying capacity can only be
achieved by either improvements to habitats (which is
rarely implemented in practice) or through the suc-
cessful stocking of usually recruited (i.e., large) fishes
leading to put-and-take type of fisheries (Rogers et al.,
2010; Arlinghaus et al., 2015; Camp et al., 2017;
Ziegler et al., 2017). Such type of manipulation of the
general availability of fishes to capture (conceptually
represented by an elevated carrying capacity) is, how-
ever, not expected to have long-term effects as
dynamic angling effort quickly uses any locally avail-
able utility and moves lake-specific utilities to a
regional average utility offered by all lakes in the land-
scape. By contrast, elevating the slope of the stock-
recruitment curve, for example by habitat enhance-
ment, has been shown in the present work to main-
tain variation in angling qualities in the region and
thus could be a superior long-term strategy, knowing
that variation elevates the resiliency of exploited sys-
tems (Carpenter et al., 2015). Further models on the
systematic effects of stocking vs. other management
options are needed because stocking was not explicitly
modeled in the present study (but see Carruthers
et al., 2018 for related work).

Conclusions

The present work showed that social and economic
outcomes to be expected as emergent properties from
a pool of anglers interacting with a spatially structured
lake system were strongly driven by the particular spa-
tial configuration, angler population size in relation to
available lake areas and angler and lake heterogeneity.
Simplification of any of these ingredients will impair
the ability to predict the geographic configuration of
key outcomes of interest, such as the degree of local
and regional overexploitation, the angler effort
attracted to specific fisheries, and the well-being of
fishers generated by a freshwater landscape as a
whole. At the same time the present study also
showed that if one is only interested in understanding
overall regional outcomes, simplification of spatial

configurations and lake heterogeneity may not be
overly consequential. By contrast, simplification of
angler heterogeneity will lead to large biases at best,
and mismanagement and stock collapses at worst.
Social-ecological landscape models are one tool to sys-
tematically examine how spatial and angler heterogen-
eity interact with regulations to produce regional-level
outcomes. Models such as the present ones can be an
important research tool to conduct “virtual ecologist”
experiments to design optimal sampling strategies and
test management strategies in the framework of uncer-
tainties using a management strategy evaluation
framework (e.g., Deroba and Bence, 2008; Wilberg
et al., 2008; Th�ebaud et al., 2014). Future work is
needed engaging in multi-criteria optimization (by
accounting for multiple objectives both conservation
and angler well-being oriented) and how to put a
landscape perspective into operation in light of severe
limitations in monitoring abilities in data-poor situa-
tions (Fayram et al., 2009; Lester et al., 2014).
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